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PMM Financial Advisors Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 
ACN 624 739 993 

(PMMFA or the Company) 

Statutory Report to Creditors 

 

We refer to our initial information for creditors dated 25 May 2022 in which we advised you of our appointment as 
liquidator and your rights as a creditor in the liquidation. 

The purpose of this report is to: 

 provide you with an update on the progress of the liquidation; and 

 advise you of the likelihood of a dividend being paid in the liquidation. 

We also request that you consider our detailed remuneration approval report and consider a resolution to approve 
our remuneration. 

 Update on the progress of the liquidation 

 Background and trading history 

PMMFA was incorporated on 1 March 2018 and operated as a financial services provider from offices located at 
Mount Hawthorn, and inner suburb of Perth, Western Australia.  PMMFA’s principal business was providing financial 
services and advice, including in the areas of wealth management, superannuation, retirement planning and 
insurance, to individual and family based consumers. 

At the time of the Liquidators’ appointment on 3 May 2022, Mr Gui De Castro was the sole director of PMMFA 
(Director), taking over from the former director Mr Luke Smith (Former Director) on 20 September 2021. 

PMMFA was part of a larger corporate group (related by the Director), which was majority controlled by PMM 
Group Pty Ltd, and ultimately majority owned by the Director.  A summary of the PMM corporate group (based on 
ASIC register search information) (PMM Group) is set out below. 
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The Liquidators understand that PMMFA owned and managed a “client book” comprising revenue streams in 
relation to various financial investments held by clients.  The client book was managed, and client relationships 
maintained, by PMMFA as a Corporate Authorised Representative (CAR) of the ultimate Australian Financial Services 
Licence (AFSL) holder of the PMM Group, being Badge Financial Pty Ltd (Badge).   

It is also understood that each of the other entities at the PMMFA level in the PMM Group (depicted above) also 
held client books and operated similarly to PMMFA as a CAR of Badge.  The employing entity of the group is 
understood to be PMM Services Pty Ltd, which also incurred all general administration and operating expenses, that 
were subsequently and periodically allocated and on-charged to the CAR entities. 

It is unclear to the Liquidators when PMMFA ceased trading or managing/maintaining its client book.  Xero 
management accounts obtained by the Liquidators indicate this may have occurred sometime around July/August 
2021.           

In March 2022, an application was commenced in the Supreme Court of WA for the winding up of PMMFA by a 
former director, investor and shareholder of the Company, Ms Florence Lau.  On 3 May 2022, orders were made by 
the Supreme Court of WA that PMMFA be wound up in insolvency and that Rob Brauer and Rob Kirman of 
McGrathNicol be appointed joint and several liquidators (Liquidators). 

 Report on Company Activities and Property / Books and Records 

In a liquidation, directors are required to submit a Report on Company Affairs and Property (ROCAP), setting out a 
detailed assessment of the company’s asset and liability position to the Liquidators. 

Shortly after their appointment on 3 May 2022, the Liquidators requested the Director provide a completed ROCAP 
and to deliver up any books and records of PMMFA in his possession and/or accessible to him.  

The Director submitted Part A of the ROCAP (ASIC From 507) on 10 June 2022.  The ROCAP presented PMMFA as 
assetless and appears to have omitted material debts when compared to the company’s Xero management accounts 
(refer section 2 for further detail).  The Director also failed to complete the ROCAP Questionnaire (Part B of the 
ROCAP).  

The Liquidators met with the Director and his advisors on 14 June 2022 in relation to the Company’s background, 
books and records, historical trading activities and to clarify the PMMFA’s asset and liability position.  During the 
meeting the Director and his advisors referred to a number of documents governing the operations of the PMM 
Group and arrangements between the entities.  Following that meeting, the Liquidators have made numerous 
requests for copies of the relevant documents and any other company records, but are yet to receive a response. 

Separate from the Director, the Liquidators have received the following company records from PMMFA’s former 
external accountants in response to a notice issued pursuant to section 530B of the Corporations Act 2001 (Act), 
which form the basis of this report: 

 financial statements for the financial year ended 30 June 2020; 

 access to a copy of the Company’s Xero management accounts, which were maintained to approximately 
30 June 2021; and 

 various taxation records and correspondence, and ASIC forms in the former accountant’s possession.   

In the absence of any other records that would ordinarily be in the possession of the Company and/or the Director, 
the Liquidators have been unable to fully investigate the affairs of the Company.  

 Estimated assets and liabilities 

Based on Xero management accounts and the Director’s ROCAP, set out below is a summary of PMMFA’s asset and 
liability position, as well as the Liquidators’ view on estimated realisable values. 
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 Cash 

PMMFA maintained a bank account with Bankwest.  On appointment, the Liquidators issued a request to Bankwest 
to close the bank account and transfer the balance of funds to the liquidation account.  The balance of $401.89 was 
secured and is in the process of passing security protocols with Bankwest to be released to the Liquidators, which 
will be finalised shortly. 

 Accounts receivable 

PMMFA’s Xero management accounts report accounts receivable outstanding of $31,795 relating to two invoices 
outstanding from Badge for commissions regarding the management and maintenance of the PMMFA client book 
for the May 2021 and July 2021 periods.    

Formal correspondence has been issued to Badge in relation to the debt without substantive response.  Subject to 
the review of further information, namely bank statements requested from Bankwest, the Liquidators will consider 
their position to further pursue these debts. 

The Director’s ROCAP reported no accounts receivable. 

 Investments 

PMMFA’s Xero management accounts disclose an investment asset “CAR 1 Client Book #4” (Client Book) with a 
written down value of $815,358.  Prior year externally prepared financial statements for PMMFA similarly disclose the 
Client Book with the same written down value.   

The Director’s ROCAP attributed no value to investments or any financial assets owned by PMMFA.  The Director’s 
explanation of the Client Book, its current value and whereabouts is inconsistent and as yet unsupported by 
documentation. 

From the Director’s explanation to the Liquidators, it is currently uncertain whether his position is that (i) the Client 
Book is not an asset of PMMFA, but rather an asset of Badge (the AFSL holder), (ii) Badge revoked the Client Book 
arrangements prior to the appointment of the Liquidators due to a breach by PMMFA of contractual arrangements 
between PMMFA and Badge, or (iii) the client book was dissipated as a result of clients moving across to new 
advisors within the PMM group. 

The Liquidators do not yet accept any of these explanations and investigations are continuing.   

Summary of financial position

$ Notes Xero Low High

Assets

Cash 2.1 6 1,918 402 402

Accounts receivable 2.2  - 31,795  - 31,795

Investments 2.3  - 815,359  - unknown

Loans receivable 2.4  - 85,663  - 11,094

Total assets 6 934,734 402 43,291

Liabilities

Priority employee creditors 2.5  -  -  -  - 

Secured creditors 2.6  -  -  -  - 

Related party loans 2.7 (459,718) (420,126) (504,413) (420,126)

Trade creditors 2.8  - (1,249) (1,249) (1,249)

Statutory liabilities 2.9  - (93,697) (138,222) (115,185)

Total liabilities (459,718) (515,072) (643,884) (536,560)

Net assets / (liabilities) (459,712) 419,662 (643,482) (493,269)

Liquidators' ERVDirector's
 ROCAP
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The Liquidators have obtained, via third parties, copies of limited documented agreements between PMMFA, Badge 
and/or related entities that suggest the Client Book was purchased by PMMFA and was historically recorded as an 
asset of PMMFA. 

The Liquidators have also obtained copies of recent correspondence issued by the Director to clients of Trivium 
Capital Partners, of which Mr De Castro is also a director (Trivium), in relation to a transition of services from the 
PMM Group to Trivium, and a further arrangement with a third party financial services firm.  

The Liquidators are continuing to pursue the books and records of the Company and relevant third parties for 
information in order to understand the Client Book arrangements and whether there is any recoverable value and/or 
claims against relevant related parties that can be pursued in relation to the Client Book for the benefit of creditors.          

 Loans receivable 

PMMFA’s Xero management accounts report loans receivable totalling $85,663, relating to five related entities within 
the PMM Group.  The Liquidators note that two of the five loan accounts totalling $74,569 relate to related entities 
that are currently in liquidation, and are therefore considered unrecoverable. 

 

Formal correspondence has been issued to the remaining three related entities regarding the above loan accounts, 
without substantive response. 

Further transactions identified via bank statements indicate that further monies may have been paid to the above 
(and other) related entities which were not recorded in management accounts (which were no longer being 
maintained at the tie), which may result in the identification of further loan account balances and/or uncommercial 
transactions.  The Liquidators are further investigating these transactions.     

The Director’s ROCAP reported no loans receivable. 

 Priority employee creditors 

Based on the Liquidators’ current understanding of the structure of the PMM Group, PMMFA was not a current 
employing entity within the PMM Group and had no priority employee liabilities outstanding as at the date of the 
Liquidators’ appointment.  This is also reflected in PMMFA’s Xero management accounts.  

 Secured creditors 

PMMFA’s Xero management accounts report no secured debt.   

A review of the Personal Properties Security Register (PPSR) indicates an AllPAP security interest was registered 
against PMMFA in favour of JBC Corporate Pty Ltd (JBC) in August 2021.  In addition to JBC’s status as the 
Company’s registered office, it is understood that JBC has historically provided accounting and accounting related 
services to the PMM Group.    

 Related party loans 

PMMFA’s Xero management accounts report related party loans payable totalling $420,126, owing to related entities 
within the PMM Group and a former director and shareholder of the PMMFA.   

Loans receivable

$ Xero Low High

Car One Financial Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) formerly PMM Financial Pty Ltd  - 52,969  -  - 

Car Two Financial Pty Ltd  - 344  - 344

PMM Financial Planning Pty Ltd  - 8,750  - 8,750

PMM Financial Services Pty Ltd  - 2,000  - 2,000

PMM Services Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) formerly PMM Wealth Management Pty Ltd  - 21,600  -  - 

Total  - 85,663  - 11,094

Liquidators' ERVDirector's 
ROCAP
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The Director’s ROCAP discloses outstanding related party loans totalling $459,718, which is broadly consistent with 
management accounts.  A summary of the related party loans payable is set out below. 

 

 Trade creditors 

PMMFA’s Xero management accounts report outstanding trade creditors totalling $1,249 in relation to a single IT 
services liability.  

 Statutory liabilities 

PMMFA’s Xero management accounts report statutory liabilities of $93,697 comprising integrated activity statement 
liabilities (i.e. GST and/or income tax liabilities) and provision for stamp duty liabilities. 

The Australian Taxation Office and Office of State Revenue have advised of outstanding liabilities as at the date of 
the Liquidators’ appointment totalling at least $115,185, which has been advised but remains subject to 
confirmation.    

 Investigations 

A summary of the outcome of the Liquidators’ investigations to date is provided below.  

 Books and records 

As at the date of this report, the Liquidators are yet to obtain company books and records for PMMFA.  Despite 
numerous demands of the Director in relation to company records, the Director has not substantively responded to 
our requests for information or provided access to PMMFA’s books and records.  Further enquiries are ongoing with 
former directors and former IT service providers to the Company, who are assisting the Liquidators to the extent 
possible.    

Our investigations indicate that PMM’s electronic records were maintained by third party IT service providers until 
around September 2021, when instructions to cease arrangements were given by PMMFA.  Correspondence with 
these service providers and a former IT employee of the PMM Group indicate that copies of all of the Company’s 
data was returned to PMMFA and the Director.  Similarly, our investigations also indicate hard copy company 
records were placed into storage with a third party storage provider located in Osborne Park in October 2021, and 
subsequently retrieved under the instruction of the Director in March 2022. 

In the absence of any records that would ordinarily be in the possession of the Company and/or the Director, the 
Liquidators have been unable to investigate in detail the affairs of the Company.  The Liquidators have obtained 
available books and records from PMMFA’s last known external accountant (engaged by PMMFA until around 30 
June 2021).  The books and records include financial statements for financial year ended 30 June 2020, a copy of 
PMMFA’s Xero accounting file seemingly updated to around 30 June 2021 and miscellaneous taxation records and 
ASIC forms.   

The Liquidators have obtained from third parties, copies of some of the underlying contractual agreements in place 
between PMMFA, Badge and relevant related entities, which together with the information obtained from PMMFA’s 
former external accountant, form the basis of the Liquidators’ current investigations. 

Noting the lack of records available, including (i) key documents governing arrangements between the Company, 
other entities in the PMM Group (including the AFSL holder) and clients/investors, and (ii) management accounts 

Related party loans

$ Xero Low High

Former director (69,000) (113,000) (113,000) (113,000)

PMM Advisory Group Pty Ltd (293)  - (293) -

PMM Group Pty Ltd (In Liquidation)  - (695) (695) (695)

PMM Services Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) formerly PMM Wealth Management Pty Ltd (390,425) (306,431) (390,425) (306,431)

Total (459,718) (420,126) (504,413) (420,126)

Director's 
ROCAP

Liquidators' ERV
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following the cessation of arrangements with PMMFA’s last known external accountant, the Liquidators are of the 
view that the books and records of PMMFA are unlikely to have been maintained to a sufficient standard after 
30 June 2021. 

The Liquidators have sought ASIC’s assistance in obtaining books and records believed to be held by the Director 
and certain advisors of the Director. 

 Insolvency 

The Act specifies that a company is solvent if, and only if, it is able to pay all of its debts as and when they fall due.  
A company that is not solvent is insolvent. 

At the time of the Liquidators’ appointment, PMMFA was insolvent in that it had insufficient cash resources available 
to meet its existing and ongoing debts, and based on the Director’s ROCAP was effectively assetless.  

As outlined above, the Liquidators are in possession of limited books and records and have received little or no 
engagement from the Director.   

In these circumstances, where the Director has failed to provide access to books and records, we conclude that 
PMMFA has not maintained books and records sufficient to satisfy the requirements of section 286 of the Act from 
1 July 2021.  The Liquidators consider they are therefore entitled to rely on the presumption of insolvency pursuant 
to section 588E of the Act from 1 July 2021.        

Accordingly, the Liquidators' preliminary view is that PMMFA was likely insolvent from 1 July 2021, when PMMFA 
ceased maintaining management accounts.     

Whether PMMFA was insolvent prior to 1 July 2021 is not currently able to be substantiated, however, the 
liquidators note (i) a combined net trading loss of c.$200k for the four financial year period prior to the 
appointment of the Liquidators (based on statutory financial statements and management accounts), and (ii) a 
reported net asset position reliant on the written down value of the Client Book (c.$815k) and related party loan 
accounts, many of which may be unrecoverable and potentially of nil value.  

The Liquidators have not quantified the potential insolvent trading claim, noting the limited records provided to 
date.  Further investigation by the Liquidators is required to further substantiate and quantify any insolvent trading 
claim against the Director in due course. 

 Unfair preference payments 

Unfair preference claims are transactions between PMMFA and an unsecured creditor, resulting in that creditor 
receiving a greater amount than it would have received in the winding up of PMMFA.  The transactions must have 
occurred (i) within 6 months of the date of the application of the winding up of PMMFA filed on 21 March 2022 (i.e. 
21 September 2021), and (ii) when PMMFA was insolvent or caused PMMFA to become insolvent. 

Noting that PMMFA seemingly ceased operations in or around August 2021 (based on bank account transactions 
and discussions with the Director and former directors), no unfair preference payments have been identified.    

 Uncommercial transactions 

The Liquidators are investigating the limited PMMFA company records currently to hand, and are pursuing avenues 
to obtain further details and information to conduct their investigations into the affairs of PMMFA, including pre-
appointment transactions and the potential dissipation of company assets. 

In particular, the Client Book (with a previous written down value of $815,358) is the material item of interest to the 
Liquidators in terms of recovering value for the benefit of the creditors.  As a result of the very limited company 
records obtained to date, the nature, current status and remaining value of the Client Book is currently unknown. 

As mentioned previously, the Director’s account of the Client Book, including its ownership and current status is 
inconsistent and unsupported by documentation.  In addition, correspondence obtained by the Liquidators (refer 
section 2.3) indicate the potential transition of the Client Book to an alternate entity (Trivium Capital Partners or 
other third party) for little or no commercial value to PMMFA may constitute an uncommercial transaction or 
phoenix activity. 
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The Liquidators will continue to pursue company records and investigate the current status of the Client Book, and 
pursue any relevant action(s) to recover value for the benefit of creditors should it be commercial to do so. 

Additionally, and as set out in section 2.4, further transactions following the point in time where management 
accounts were not maintained by the company, may be identified as uncommercial transactions in due course.          

 Breach of Director’s duties 

Based on current evidence to hand and the Director’s conduct in the liquidation to date, The Liquidators are of the 
preliminary view that the Director has likely breached the below sections of the Act: 

 Section 180 – care and diligence; 

 Section 181 – failure to act in good faith and in the best interests of the corporation; 

 Section 182 – improper use of position; and 

 Section 184 – good faith, use of position and use of information. 

The above contraventions of the Act will form part of the Liquidators’ reporting to the corporate regulator in due 
course.    

 Receipts and payment to date 

There have been no receipts and payments in the liquidation to date. 

 Likelihood of a dividend 

A number of factors will affect the likelihood of a dividend being paid to creditors, including: 

 the size and complexity of the liquidation; 

 the amount of assets realisable and the costs of realising those assets; 

 the statutory priority of certain claims and costs; 

 the value of various classes of claims including secured, priority and unsecured creditor claims, and  

 the volume of enquiries by creditors and other stakeholders. 

Based on (i) information available to us at this time (noting the above mentioned issues obtaining books and 
records), (ii) there being minimal (if any) assets available to creditors, and (iii) absent any unforeseen issues, we 
consider it unlikely that a dividend will be payable to any class of creditor absent material recoveries being made 
from liquidator recovery actions. 

If a dividend is going to be paid, you will be contacted before that happens and, if you have not already done so, 
you will be asked to lodge a proof of debt.  This formalises the record of your claim in the liquidation and is used 
to determine all claims against PMMFA. 

 Cost of the liquidation 

We enclose a detailed report on our remuneration, called a Remuneration Approval Report.   

We propose to have our remuneration approved by a proposal without a meeting.  At this time there are no 
available assets in the liquidation to pay the Liquidators’ remuneration, and any future payment is dependent on 
successful liquidator recoveries.    

To vote on the proposal, you must return the enclosed voting form to our office by post, fax or email by 
25 August 2022.  You must also include a completed proof of debt and supporting information to substantiate your 
claim.  A proof of debt form is enclosed, together with guidance notes to assist you when you complete it.   

We also enclose an Australian Restructuring Insolvency and Turnaround (ARITA) information sheet on passing 
resolutions without a meeting. 
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 What happens next? 

We will proceed with the liquidation, which will include: 

 recovering any available property of the Company; 

 completing our investigations into PMM’s affairs; 

 if identified, pursuing any viable claims for statutory recovery actions; 

 completing our reporting to the corporate insolvency regulator, the Australian Securities and Investments 
Commission (ASIC); and 

 any other matters relevant to the liquidation. 

We may write to you again with further information on the progress of the liquidation.  

We expect to have completed this liquidation within 6-12 months. 

 Where can you get more information? 

You can access information which may assist you on the following websites: 

 ARITA at www.arita.com.au/creditors. 

 ASIC at www.asic.gov.au (search for “insolvency information sheets”). 

If you have any queries, please contact Brian Whelan on (08) 6363 7601.  For further information about this 
liquidation, please refer to the website www.mcgrathnicol.com/creditors.   

Dated: 3 August 2022 
 

 
 
Rob Brauer 
Liquidator 

 
Enclosures: 

 Remuneration Approval Report  

 ARITA Information Sheet – Approving remuneration of an external administrator 

 Notice of Proposal to Creditors  

 ARITA Information Sheet – Proposals without meeting  

 Proof of Debt (Form 535)  

 Proof of Debt Guidance Notes  

 General information for attending and voting at meetings of creditors (if required) 

 ARITA Information Sheet – Offences, Recoverable Transactions & Insolvent Trading 
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